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Political commitment has to be there
Says UNHCR representative in Dhaka on refugee issue, calls for addressing conflicts that trigger
the crisis
Staff Correspondent
The UN refugee agency chief in Bangladesh has called for addressing the conflicts that trigger
refugee crisis and create heavy burdens on the host countries.
“We need to address the issues that trigger displacement. Political commitment [of the UN
members] has to be there,” said Andrew Mbogori, representative of the UN High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) in Bangladesh.
He said the agency faced some situations when it felt helpless in addressing refugee crisis.
“We can only go to the member states to say we have done this and this much needs to be done,”
Andrew said at a discussion at the BIISS auditorium in the capital.
The foreign ministry and Bangladesh Institute of International and Strategic Studies (BIISS)
jointly organised the programme on Global Compacts for Migration and Refugees.
The discussants observed that the world is going through a critical period of time when many
conflicts in various parts, including Syria, Yemen, Myanmar and Libya, have created huge
refugee crisis. But many countries denied hosting refugees.
They also said rising number of people were moving from one country to another for socioeconomic and political reasons, but they often faced exploitation amid lack of any
comprehensive global mechanism to ensure their protection.
However, much of the discussion focused on the Rohingya crisis that has created huge pressure
on Bangladesh, and on the fact that the UN has so far not been able to take effective measures
against Myanmar from where some 700,000 Rohingyas fled atrocities since August 25 last year.
Prof Imtiaz Ahmed of Dhaka University said, “There is clear evidence of genocide in Rakhine.
Even if 10 people are killed, it is genocide.”
The UN has not been able to take Myanmar to court yet, he added.
UNHCR Representative Andrew said although the Rohingya refugees created huge pressure on
Bangladesh, the country expressed solidarity with them despite its own challenges.
He said the UN agency has been working on a global compact on refugees, including a
mechanism to share the burden of refugees equitably.

Mia Seppo, UN coordinator in Bangladesh, said the international community is committed to
ensuring human rights for people across the world, and has been continuously raising voice for
ensuring rights of Rohingyas.
“We are calling for unfettered humanitarian access to Rakhine, for the UNHCR to be the lead
agency in the repatriation of Rohingyas and for implementation of the Rakhine commission's
recommendations,” she said.
Foreign Secretary Shahidul Haque said a proposal from Bangladesh on a Global Compact for
Migrants to the UN in 2016 resulted in adoption of New York Declaration for Migrants and
Refugees.
While the UNHCR is mandated to protect the refugees' rights, there is no global body to look
after the rights of migrants, irrespective of their legal status, he said.
He hoped for ratification of Global Compact for Migrants in December this year.
Shahidul said the UN members would determine if the compact would be legally-binding or not.
Gervais Appave, special adviser to the director general of International Organization for
Migration, said although human migration had been disorderly over the years, migration
governance has now become increasingly important.
Ethical and fair recruitment is one of the key factors for the wellbeing and rights of the migrants
globally, he added.
BIISS Director General Maj Gen AKM Abdur Rahman also spoke at the prgoramme, attended
by UN officials, diplomats from home and abroad, academics and civil society members.
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Rohingya crisis

UN helpless, can’t aid refugees, says UNHCR rep
DIPLOMATIC CORRESPONDENT
The United Nations (UN) finds itself in a helpless situation when it cannot help refugees and that
the global body needs to do more, the UN representative of high commissioner for refugees
(UNHCR) in Bangladesh yesterday said with regard to any possible actions against Myanmar for
its treatment of the Rohingya community.
“We are in a situation where we are helpless. We can’t help refugees. We need to do more,”
Andrew Mbogori told a discussion on ‘Global Compacts for Migration and Refugee’ organised
by the Bangladesh Institute of International and Strategic Studies (BIISS) at its auditorium.
Placing emphasis on political commitment of the member states, he said that the UN needs to see
the issues that triggers refugee crisis-- a situation that ‘haunts’ them.
On the role of the global body, UN resident coordinator in Bangladesh Mia Seppo, who was
present at the programme, said that the global body is an organisation of member states and
that it functions in accordance with the desire of its members. Describing the activities of the
United Nations Security Council as endless, she reiterated the UN’s call upon the Myanmar
government to fully implement the recommendations of the Annan Commission for a long-term
solution to the protracted Rohingya crisis and said the UN is ready to support any efforts in this
regard.
The UN continues to speak boldly with regard to the issue and I think the international
community is still committed, Seppo said, demanding unfettered access of international
organisations to the affected areas in Rakhine.
She also voiced her opinion in favour of involving the UNHCR, the refugee agency of the global
body, with the process of repatriation of the Rohingyas.
Moderated by Foreign Secretary Shahidul Haque, the discussion was addressed, among others,
by Professor Imtiaz Ahmed of the international relations department of Dhaka University,
Gervais Appave, special adviser of the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) director
general, and BIISS Director General Maj Gen Abdur Rahman.
Prof Imtiaz said that migration is and always has been disorderly and chaotic and emphasis needs
to be placed to minimise the disorder as much as possible.
He expressed his optimism that the compacts on migration and refugee will help mitigate the
sufferings of the migrants and refugees across the world.
He reminded the audience that only about 3.2 per cent of the world’s population are migrants.

Appave said that the objectives of the two compacts, which were initiated at a summit of the
world leaders at the United Nations in September, 2016, are to benefit the migrants.
And, he said that the concept of the global compact on migration was floated by Bangladesh.
UNHCR representative Mbogori said that there is still time for making any change to the
compact on refugees.
In his closing remarks, Foreign Secretary Haque said that there is ‘too much of a rift’ between
the developed countries and developing countries with regards to the issues affecting the
migrants.
The prime objective of the compact on migration is to put in place a mechanism, either binding
or semi-binding, to regulate migration for the betterment of the migrants, he said.
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Need for country-specific solutions stressed
Diplomatic Correspondent

Guests attend a discussion on ‘global compact on migration and global compact on refugees’ organised by the
foreign ministry and the Bangladesh Institute of International and Strategic Studies at BIISS auditorium in
Dhaka on Thursday. — New Age photo

Foreign and local experts on Thursday stressed the need for creating an environment that would
free people from fears of violence, which might force them to flee the country leading to refugee
crisis.
International communities, including the UN and its member-states, would require demonstrating
political commitment and playing role for durable country-specific solutions to migration and
refugee crisis, they said at a discussion on global compacts on migration and refugees.
Foreign secretary M Shahidul Haque, while moderating the discussion, raised question about the
authorities of the UN on making the zero-draft on global compacts on migration and refugees
non-binding for the member states.
‘Who has given the UN authority to say it is non-binding by putting it in the zero-draft
[circulated among the UN member-states],’ he said, ‘it has been done deliberately.’

Professor Imtiaz Ahmed of Dhaka University stressed the need for creating a society free from
fear in order to stop situations that instigated migration and refugee crisis.
‘People live in fear…Sons of rich people are also going away,’ he said, ‘how will fear go away
unless and until [international] instruments are enforced and implemented.’
International community should work for ensuring predictability and fairness in the process of
migration, said Gervais Appave, senior policy adviser to the director general of International
Organisation for Migration.
Political commitment has to be there among the UN member-states at agreeing and ensuring
basic services to the refugees including their livelihood and durable country-specific solutions of
the refugee crisis, said UNHCR representative in Dhaka Andrew Mbogori, adding that they
needed
to
focus
on
issues
that
trigger
displacement.
He stressed the need for creating an obligation of sharing burden among the originating and
receiving country of migrants and refugees. Bangladesh Institute of International and Strategic
Studies organised the discussion.
Adama Dieng, a special advisor to the UN secretary general on prevention of genocide, said in a
separate meeting with foreign minister AH Mahmood Ali, in Dhaka, that the UN Security
Council should play stronger role for ensuring accountability and justice and addressing the root
causes of the Rohingya problem, according to a foreign ministry press release.
Foreign minister Ali said the international community needed to impress upon Myanmar
authorities to take necessary measures so that the forcibly displaced nationals of the country
could return to their homes in safety, security and dignity.
Referring to the bilateral arrangement of return between Bangladesh and Myanmar, Ali stressed
on the need for creating conducive environment in the Rakhine State of Myanmar.
Adama Dieng was visiting Dhaka on his way to the Rohingya camps in Cox’s Bazar to interact
with the forcibly displaced Rohingyas in Myanmar.
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BD hopeful of global support to resolve Rohingya crisis
"We will continue our fight for establishing rights of all migrant people," he said in his
presidential remarks at a discussion on 'Global Compacts for Migration and Refugee' jointly
organised by Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Bangladesh Institute of International and Strategic
Studies (BIISS) at its auditorium in the city.
Special Policy Adviser to the Director General of International Organisation for Migration
(IOM) Gervais Appave, UNHCR representative Andrew Mbogori and Dhaka University
Professor of International Relations Department Dr Imtiaz Ahmed spoke at the event, among
others.
The foreign secretary highlighted the country's initiatives in proposing a 'Global Compact' for
migrants in the United Nations and said the diplomatic efforts of Bangladesh resulted in adoption
of the New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants.
In his speech, Gervais said the drivers of global migration are multi-dimension that include,
among others, security challenges and regional instability, deteriorating economic and social
environment, poverty and unemployment and climate change, which threaten livelihoods.
He emphasised on cooperation among states and proper border management that can help, to a
great extent, to resolve various problems emanating from international migration and border
crossing.
Gervais expressed the hope that the ongoing intergovernmental negotiation would be successful
in the adoption of the 'Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration and a Global
Compact on Refugees by 2018'.
In his speech, Andrew lauded Bangladesh for its generous solidarity to international refugees and
hosting over 1.2 million people from neighbouring Myanmar.
The UNHCR is working to ensure that everyone has the right to seek asylum and find safe refuge
in another state, he said, underscoring the need for intensifying international help to ease the
pressure of the hosting countries.
Prof Imtiaz said migration did never happen in an orderly manner in human history. It was
always chaotic and desperately, he added.
He said nowadays everyone wants to go away for the lack of certainty in their current position.
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BD to continue its fight to solve Rohingya issue: FS
Staff Correspondent
Bangladesh will continue its fight to put an end to Rohingya crisis, said Ministry of Foreign
Affairs Secretary Md Shahidul Haque.
He said this while delivering his speech in a national consultation programme on 'Global
Compact on Migration and Global Compact on Refugees' hosted by Bangladesh Institute of
International and Strategic Studies (BIISS) in the city on Thursday.
The foreign secretary who also chaired the programme mentioned Bangladesh's initiatives in
proposing a Global Compact for migrants in the UN and also diplomatic efforts of Bangladesh
resulted in adoption of the New York declaration for refugees and migrants. He hoped that the
international community would help Bangladesh resolve the problem of Rohingyas coming from
Myanmar which is a major challenge for Bangladesh.
Gervais Appave, Special Policy Advisor to the Directorate-General, International Organization
for Migration (IOM), Andrew Mbogori, Representative of UNHCR and Professor Dr Imtiaz
Ahmed, Department of International Relations of the Dhaka University were, among others,
present at the meeting.
The BIISS Directorate General Major General AKM Abdur Rahman delivered his welcome
speech.
Ambassadors, officials from different ministries, academia, researchers and representatives from
different organisations participated in the consultation programme.
Gervais Appave said cooperation among states through proper management can help resolve
various problems emanating from international migration and border crossing.
He hoped that the ongoing intergovernmental negotiations will be successful in the adoption of a
Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration and a Global Compact on Refugees by
2018.
Andrew Mbogori noted that the UNHCR is working to ensure that everyone has the rights to
seek asylum and find safe refuge in another state.
He mentioned different activities of the UNHCR, including protection, shelter, advocacy, health,
safeguarding individuals and global needs assessment.
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রািহ া ইসু েত িনরাপ া পিরষেদর ভূ িমকা

িব

যুগা র িরেপাট
অিভবাসী ও উ া
সংকট চলেছ িব জুেড়ই। এ সমস ার সমাধান িমলেছ না। রািহ া ইসু েত
জািতসংঘ
থেকই সা ার। িক জািতসংেঘর সবেচেয়
পূণ বিড িনরাপ া পিরষদেক
িব
ভূ িমকায় দখা যাে । ভূ -রাজৈনিতক দৃি ভি , আ িলক মতপাথক ও াথসংি
নানা
ইসু েত এ
ে ঐকমেত পৗঁছােনা স ব হে না। ফেল জািতসংঘ (ইউএনএইচিসআর) এখােন
অসহায়। রািহ া সমস ার আ
সমাধানসহ সংকেট থাকা িবে র সব অিভবাসী ও উ া েক
াভািবক জীবেন ফরােনার মাধ েম িব শাি
িত ায় িনরাপ া পিরষদই পাের কাযকর ভূ িমকা
রাখেত। মানবতার ে িবে র সব দশ ও সং া এবং মানবতাবাদীেদর ঐক ব চাপ এবং একসে
কাজ কের যাওয়ার পরামশ িদেয়েছন অিভবাসন ও উ া িবষয়ক িবেশষ রা।
বৃহ িতবার পররা ম ণালয় আেয়ািজত ‘ াবাল কমপ া স ফর মাইে শন অ া িরিফউিজ’ শীষক
সংলােপ তারা এসব কথা বেলন। রাজধানীর ই াটেনর বাংলােদশ ই
উট অব ই ারন াশনাল
অা
ােটিজক ািডজ িমলনায়তেন এ সংলােপর আেয়াজন করা হয়। পররা সিচব শিহদুল
হেকর সভাপিতে অনুি ত সংলােপ প ােনল আেলাচেকর ব ব দন আইএমওর মহাপিরচালেকর িবেশষ
উপেদ া গারিভস এপািভ, ইউএনএইচিসআেরর বাংলােদশ
িতিনিধ অ াি উ অ াে ােগাির,
িবআইআইএসএেসর মহাপিরচালক মজর জনােরল এেকএম আবদুর রহমান-এনিডিস িপএসিস, ঢািবর
আ জািতক স ক িবভােগর অধ াপক ড. ইমিতয়াজ আহেমদ। ব ব দন বাংলােদেশ জািতসংেঘর
আবািসক িতিনিধ িমেয়া িশে া, সােবক পররা সিচব শমেসর মিবন চৗধুরী, অিভবাসন িবেশষ
আিসফ মুিনর মুখ।
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রািহ ােদর মানবািধকার র ায় িব
জািতসে
টৈনিতক

স

দায়

িত িতব

:

র আবািসক সম য়ক
িতেবদক

জািতসে র আবািসক সম য়ক িময়া িসে া বেলেছন, রািহ ােদর মানবািধকার র া ও তােদর ওপর
নৃশংসতার সােথ দায়ীেদর জবাবিদিহতার আওতায় আনেত আ জািতক স দায়
িত িতব ।
বসিনয়ার ঘটনা এ ধরেনর িত িত বা বায়েনর এক দৃ া । রািহ া ইসু েত জািতস
সা ার
ভূ িমকা পালন করেছ।
অিভবাসন ও উ া িবষেয় আ জািতক চু ি র ওপর রাজধানীেত আেয়ািজত এক আেলাচনা সভায়
িতিন এ কথা বেলন। গতকাল বাংলােদশ ইনি
উট অব ই ারন াশনাল অ া
া িজক
ািডজ
(িবআইআইএসএস) িমলনায়তেন পররা
ম ণালয় ও িবআইআইএসএস যৗথভােব এই আেলাচনার
আেয়াজন কের।
িময়া িসে া বেলন, রািহ া ইসু েত জািতস মহাসিচব, মানবািধকারিবষয়ক হাইকিমশনার ও
শাল
রেপা য়াররা পির ার অব ােনর কথা জািনেয়েছন। জািতসে র ঊ তন অেনক কমকতাই
বাংলােদশ সফর কের রািহ ােদর অব া দেখ গেছন, তােদর ব ব তু েল ধেরেছন।
িতিন বেলন, রাখাইন পিরি িত স েক ধারণা পেত িময়ানমাের অবি ত জািতস িমশেনর সােথ
সম েয়র মাধ েম আমরা কাজ করিছ। রাখাইেন অবােধ মানিবক সহায়তার েবশািধকােরর ব াপাের
িময়ানমােরর িত আমােদর আ ান অব াহত থাকেব। রািহ া ত াবাসেন জািতসে র উ া িবষয়ক
সং া ইউএনএইচিসআেরর ভূ িমকা যন থােক সটা চাই আমরা। এ সং া আেলাচনায় বাংলােদশ
বশ এিগেয় আেছ।
রাখাইন স ট সমাধােন কিফ আনান কিমশেনর
িতেবদেনর সুপািরশ েলা বা বায়েনর ওপর
ােরাপ কের জািতসে র আবািসক সম য়ক বেলন, এ জন েয়াজনীয় সহেযািগতা িদেত আমরা
ত রেয়িছ।
অনু ােন আ জািতক অিভবাসন সং ার (আইওএম) মহাপিরচালেকর িবেশষ উপেদ া জারেভইস
অ ােপাভ, ইউএনএইচিসআেরর
িতিনিধ এিড ু অ ামবেগাির ও ঢাকা িব িবদ ালেয়র আ জািতক
স ক িবভােগর অধ াপক ইমিতয়াজ আহেমদ ব ব রােখন। এেত
াগত ব ব
দন
িবআইআইএসআেসর মহাপিরচালক মজর জনােরল আবদুর রহমান। সভাপিত কেরন পররা সিচব
শহীদুল হক।

পররা সিচব বেলন, িময়ানমার থেক বল েয়ােগ বা চু ত জনেগা ীর এক
বড় অংশ বাংলােদেশ
এেসেছ। এ
আমােদর জন এক
িবরাট চ ােল । এ চ ােল
মাকােবলায় িব
স দােয়র
সহেযািগতা েয়াজন।

